
Blockchain Development Company Maticz
Widens Boundaries With Enterprise
Blockchain Solutions

Maticz expands its boundaries with

enterprise blockchain solutions that

provide digital transformation to

business ideas.

MADURAI, TAMIL NADU, INDIA,

September 22, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Maticz Technologies pioneer in blockchain platform development that

serves the globe in developing various blockchain platforms has widened its limits and opened

its door for the development of advanced blockchain solutions in accordance with the existing

platform development and improvisation. With years of experience in the blockchain and with its

Perfection is not just an

option for Maticz but an

efficient component of our

organizational goals to

attain our motto of

integrating technology with

innovation.”

Gnanaprakash, Co-Founder of

Maticz Technologies

best crew the organization is all set to dig up the depth of

blockchain technology and makes its work in presenting

groundbreaking ideas to its clients all over the world.

The company has been serving 200+ clients from various

regions of the world from startups to fortune companies

where the company always works its best in satisfying the

company's needs by launching the product on time and by

leveraging its services at the right time. As the company

starts its work by developing the blockchain platforms such

as the NFT marketplace, crypto exchange, IDO platforms,

and more. But as of now among all these, it has shaped its

interior structure by rebuilding the strategies and empowering techies where it takes the path in

taking blockchain technology into various fields from manufacturing to logistics and from

education to healthcare.

With the vision of improving blockchain technology in the digital space, the professionals and the

management push them in adopting an advanced tech stack to bring up new ideas to the digital

space. The futuristic web3 development services provided by the company make it worthy and

notable in the web3 world. And now the company has widened its limits in web3 application

development and metaverse platform development for various industries around the globe. The

http://www.einpresswire.com


team is packed up with knowledge of various blockchain networks like Ethereum, Binance Smart

Chain, Solana, Polygon, Cardano, Tron and other trending networks. While working on the

groundbreaking ideas it is best to go with the groundbreaking tech stack as well that's where our

certified blockchain experts plan their work with the advanced tech stacks.

With 100% satisfaction of the clients, the company has entered the list of Top Blockchain

Development Company in the world. The products and services offered by the company have

been top-notch, words of the clients. Avail the premium services offered by the company which

will involve the development of the project from the scratch as per the business idea.

Cryptocurrency Exchange Development

Maticz started its journey in the crypto space by developing a customizable cryptocurrency

exchange for clients from different countries where most of the cryptocurrency exchanges have

brought up thousands and thousands of users to the platform because of the built-in features of

the exchange. The team is still working hard in improving the cryptocurrency exchange with

many advanced functionalities that make the crypto ecosystem more feasible.

NFT Marketplace Development

Working with the crypto exchanges the team expanded its foot into the NFT space where it has

been ruling the NFT space by developing and launching 50+ NFT marketplaces successfully in the

digital space. The marketplaces are carried out with many new functionalities that benefit the

collectors and creators in the NFT space. The company's overall work in NFTmakes its presence

in the Top 5 NFT Marketplace Development Company in the world.

Web3.0 Development Services

Even though the company works on various web3 products for years it has now made it a

complete web3 development company by providing various services related to the web3 world

with a number of web3 services and web3 products. Maticz works in providing unique web3

products to their clients by planning their work in designing new web3 products for client's

business that satisfies all the needs of the client's project.

Metaverse Development

With the trend, it has also added metaverse in its pocket and has started its work in building

metaverse projects adding up blockchain technologies to it which makes the product more

futuristic and attractive. With well-experienced techies in another pocket, it becomes easy to fill

up the needs in the field of metaverse by making its presence in a number of industries by

bringing up metaverse solutions for their project needs.

Blockchain Development Services

The company has updated itself with the trend in taking blockchain services into education,

entertainment, healthcare, e-commerce, manufacturing, logistics, sports, and more. The team

from Maticz Technologies works on various blockchain solutions that can be customized with

industries as per the client's project requirements. With in-depth knowledge in the blockchain

https://maticz.com/cryptocurrency-exchange-software-development
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https://maticz.com/metaverse-development-company


industry Maticz has presented its progress to global audiences of various industries by providing

a number of enterprise blockchain solutions >>> https://maticz.com/blockchain-development-

company

About Maticz Technologies

We at Maticz redefine the meaning of development by obtaining an alternate set of solutions

that are scalable and interoperable with a highly dynamic development environment. We readily

serve the crypto sphere with ardent customer support both pre as well as post-product delivery

along with attributes that redefine the meaning of development. Take part in our journey where

our passionate developers work in giving digital transformation to our client's business ideas

with advanced blockchain solutions.
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